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Abstract

In his monograph on natural deduction [5], when treating classical logic,
Prawitz studies a natural deduction system where disjunction and the existen-
tial quantifier are omitted (let us call this system restricted), and judges the
restricted system as “adequate” because, when taking disjunction and the exis-
tential quantifier as defined operations in the usual way, the inference rules of
these operations become derivable in the restricted system.

However, this adequacy is only evident at the level of provability, but not
so at the level of proof theory; that is, it is not evident that such reduction
of provability to the restricted system also works for properties of the system.
For instance, can strong normalization for the full system (where all operations
are taken as primitive) be inferred from strong normalization for the restricted
system? Indeed, observations of this kind were done by St̊almarck [4] before
giving a direct proof of strong normalization for the full system.

In this talk we report about a closer investigation of the translation of the
full system into the restricted system induced by taking disjunction and the
existential quantifier as defined operations. The main message is that, while
keeping the translation of formulas fixed, other aspects may be fine-tuned with
noteworthy effects. Two examples:

• With an appropriate definition of proof conversions, strong normalization
does lift from the restricted system to the full system.

• With an appropriate definition of the translation of proofs, commutative
conversions vanish in the restricted system (cf. [1]).

In order to achieve a compact notation of proofs and reveal the underlying
computational meaning of results, we follow the propositions-as-types principle
[3, 2], and define the natural deduction system along the lines of [6].
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